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Padres trying to build wins, one at-bat at a time 
 
Kevin Acee  

If there is improvement in the Padres offense this season — and there almost has 
to be — it might come from Wil Myers being more consistent and Eric Hosmer just 
being here. 

But if real development is what they actually achieve, something that is 
sustainable on an organizational level, it will be done with discipline, patience and 
stubbornness. 

At its base level, improvement will be about getting on base. 

It is too early to draw any conclusions about whether new hitting coach Matt 
Stairs’ positivity and philosophy of perseverance will make a difference. 

The Padres have played one series. Three games. That’s one-54th of the season. 

That’s a sample size about as minuscule as the team’s collective on-base 
percentage last season. (Or any of the past four seasons.) 

Statistics such as average or OBP are not distinct indicators at this early juncture. 
Certainly, the Padres are winless in large part because they have been punchless 
for stretches in their three games. But in this fledgling season, it is more about 
seeing signs. 

They are there. Again, it is early, and there will be a day-by-day process over the 
next six months for a team in transition. 

The Padres’ 11 walks in three games and the amount of pitches they are seeing 
are both upward trends. 

The Padres walked six times in the 12-inning season opener, something they did 
in just 12 games in 2017, when they walked an average of 2.84 times a game. 

Through three games, they are seeing an average of 3.98 pitches per plate 
appearance, 13th-most in the majors and up from 3.80/PA (26th) last season. That 
might not seem like a lot, but it would be about 2,600 more pitches if sustained 
over the course of the season. 

http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/sdut-kevin-acee-staff.html#nt=byline
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/topic/sports/baseball/eric-hosmer-PESPT0015306-topic.html
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“We’re making progress,” Stairs said. “We’re learning our swings. We’re learning 
our strengths, we’re sticking with the game plan.” 

It really is a simple message of affirming repetition for Stairs, who meets with 
Padres hitters daily, reminding them as a group and individually that they must 
trust the scouting reports and remain steadfast in the fight to lay off pitches that 
don’t suit them. 

Improvement — or at least the hope for it — can be seen in Hunter Renfroe 
watching four straight balls go by in a pinch-hit appearance and hitting a triple to 
right-center field in his first at-bat the next day. It can be seen in Freddy Galvis’ 
resilience to make his pitch come before launching a two-run homer to left field. It 
can be seen in Hosmer swinging like he means it early in an at-bat and then 
taking what is given to him and slapping a ball the other way to beat the shift in 
successive games. 

Perhaps it was seen most clearly and promisingly Saturday in Manuel Margot 
laying off a strike he didn’t like, letting close pitches pass and eventually drawing a 
walk. Or, a day earlier, Margot missing a hanging slider before working the count 
full, fouling off a pitch and getting enough of the next one to drop an RBI single 
into left field. 

His numbers (.167/.286/.167) don’t reflect it yet. Again, three games. 

But if Margot continues to wait for his pitch and be fine not getting it sometimes, 
the Padres will have a legitimate leadoff hitter. His refined approach will eventually 
make a difference. 

Eventually. 

This is, in fact, an attempt to turn around a seemingly entrenched franchise 
deficiency. 

The Padres have had the major league’s worst on-base percentage four years 
running. 

And they have struggled not just in the context of that span. No, they have been 
historically bad. 

http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/topic/sports/baseball/freddy-galvis-PESPT0015249-topic.html
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Their 2014 mark (.292) was lowest in the majors since 1981. Last year’s .299 tied 
the previous year for ninth lowest, and the .300 OBP in ‘15 tied for 13th lowest. 

It’s pretty simple math. The Padres have also scored the majors’ fewest total runs 
since 2014. 

One way it manifests is that even when a team hits 189 home runs, it doesn’t get 
bang for its bang when 120 of them are solo shots. That’s what happened last 
season, when the Padres’ 1.48 runs per homer were second fewest in the majors. 

“That changes a lot,” manager Andy Green said. “We hit a ton of solo home runs 
last year. I like home runs. You score every time you hit one. I’d like to score two 
or three runs every time you hit one.” 

Further, the Padres not only had the fewest hits but the lowest ratio (41 percent) of 
them coming with runners on base. A bad combination. 

So far this season — again in a minute sample size — exactly half (12) of their 
hits have come with men on base. 

“I thought we had a great spring,” Stairs said. “I was pleased with our approach. It 
carried over. … It’s my job and Washy’s (assistant hitting coach Johnny 
Washington) job, to keep reminding these guys, ‘You’re good. It’s OK to take a 
walk. It’s OK to work a lot of pitches. Even if you strike out, if you saw six or seven 
(pitches), you still had a good at-bat.’ ” 

That is what will be happening if Margot is standing on base more often and 
Renfroe is walking back to the dugout, bat in hand, less often. 

When the Padres talk about wanting to win every day but knowing there are other 
subtexts to be considered victories, those are among the things to which they 
refer. 

As much as any harbinger of future success, that will be seen as progress now. 
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Fernando Tatis Jr, Cal Quantrill return to Missions 
 
Jeff Sanders  

Fernando Tatis Jr. finished his breakthrough season at Double-A San Antonio. 
After an impressive stay in big league camp, the 19-yearo-old shortstop is 
returning to the Texas League to start the 2018 season, as is right-hander Cal 
Quantrill, first baseman Josh Naylor and outfielder Michael Gettys. 

Tatis (No. 1), Quantrill (No. 4), Naylor (No. 16) and Gettys (No. 30) all rank among 
the Padres’ top-30 prospects, according to MLB.com. Other top-30 prospects on 
the Missions to start 2018 include left-hander Logan Allen (No. 8) and catcher 
Austin Allen (No. 29). 

MLB.com also ranks Tatis its eighth-best prospect in all of baseball. He hit 21 
homers in 117 games last year at low Single-A Fort Wayne (.910 OPS) before 
playing the final 14 games of the season at San Antonio, where he hit 
.255/.281/.327 with one homer, six RBIs and three steals 

Quantrill, the Padres’ top selection from the 2016 draft, also finished the season in 
the Texas League (4.04 ERA) alongside college-aged pitchers Joey Lucchesi and 
Eric Lauer, who are starting the season in San Diego and El Paso, respectively. 

The Missions’ entire roster is below: 

PITCHERS (13) 

• LHP Logan Allen 
• RHP Colby Blueberg 
• LHP Jose Castillo 
• RHP Miguel Diaz 
• RHP Jason Jester 
• LHP Jerry Keel 
• LHP Dillon Overton 
• RHP Cal Quantrill 
• RHP Jesse Scholtens 
• RHP Robert Stock 
• RHP T.J. Weir 

http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/sdut-jeff-sanders-staff.html#nt=byline
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/topic/sports/baseball/san-diego-padres-ORSPT000024-topic.html
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• RHP Rowan Wick 
• LHP Brad Wieck 

CATCHERS (2) 

• Austin Allen 
• Webster Rivas 

INFIELDERS (6) 

• Ty France 
• Josh Naylor 
• Kyle Overstreet 
• River Stevens 
• Fernando Tatis Jr. 
• Peter Van Gansen 

OUTFIELDERS (4) 

• Forrestt Allday 
• Austin Bousfield 
• Rod Boykin 
• Michael Gettys 
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Gore, Arias highlight TinCaps' roster 

Jeff Sanders  

MacKenzie Gore will start his season at low Single-A Fort Wayne. 

The Padres top pitching prospect, the 19-year-old Gore was drafted third overall 
last June. He’s rated the top left-handed pitching prospect in the game by 
MLB.com and the second-best prospect in the organization behind shortstop 
Fernando Tatis Jr. Other top-30 prospects starting 2018 with the TinCaps are 
shortstop Gabriel Arias (No. 11), second baseman Esteury Ruiz (No. 12), 
outfielder Tirso Ornelas (No. 15), outfielder Jeisson Rosario (No. 19), catcher Luis 
Campusano (No. 24) and right-hander Mason Thompson (No. 25). 

Arias and Thompson are among 11 returning players on Fort Wayne’s roster. Four 
are 18 or younger. 

The entire roster is below: 

PITCHERS (13) 

• LHP Tom Cosgrove (21) 
• RHP Joe Galindo (22) 
• LHP MacKenzie Gore (19) 
• RHP Jordan Guerrero (21) 
• RHP Henry Henry (19) 
• LHP Osvaldo Hernandez (20) 
• LHP Aaron Leasher (21) 
• LHP Nick Margevicius (21) 
• RHP Adrian Martinez (21) 
• LHP Fred Schlichtholz (22) 
• LHP Ben Sheckler (22) 
• RHP Will Stillman (24) 
• RHP Mason Thompson (20) 

CATCHERS (3) 

• Luis Campusano (19) 

http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/sdut-jeff-sanders-staff.html#nt=byline
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/topic/sports/baseball/san-diego-padres-ORSPT000024-topic.html
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• Juan Fernandez (19) 
• Jalen Washington (23) 

INFIELDERS (5) 

• Gabriel Arias (18) 
• Carlos Belen (22) 
• Reinaldo Ilarraza (19) 
• Justin Lopez (17) 
• Esteury Ruiz (19) 

OUTFIELDERS (4) 

• Tre Carter (21) 
• Tirso Ornelas (18) 
• Jeisson Rosario (18) 
• Jack Suwinski (19) 
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Hosmer's defensive skills on display early for SD 

Preller, Padres confident in first baseman's abilities with the glove 
 
AJ Cassavell MLB.com 
 
SAN DIEGO -- The Padres spent a lot of money on a four-time Gold Glove Award-
winning first baseman this offseason. On one ground ball in the ninth inning Friday 
night, Eric Hosmer put those credentials on full display. 

Milwaukee's Christian Yelich bounced a two-hopper slightly to Hosmer's left. 
Hosmer wisely took a step backward and played the long hop on his backhand. 
With Orlando Arcia breaking home, Hosmer -- who was playing back -- made a 
snap decision to cut down the tying run. Then, with pinpoint accuracy, he 
delivered the throw to Padres catcher Austin Hedges, who applied the tag. 

In one play, Hosmer showed off the glove, the arm and the quick-thinking smarts 
that have earned him so many accolades. Defensively, at least, it was everything 
the Padres paid for. 

And yet, traditional defensive metrics haven't quite aligned with that version of 
Hosmer. The two most popular advanced methods for evaluating defenders -
- Ultimate Zone Rating (UZR) and Defensive Runs Saved (DRS) -- pegged 
Hosmer as well-below-league average. 

Somewhere, there's a disconnect. Privately, the Padres don't concern themselves 
much with those metrics. Even the staunchest defenders of those numbers 
acknowledge their flaws -- specifically for first basemen. 

"There's size, athleticism, an ability to throw, pick," Padres general manager A.J. 
Preller said of Hosmer's defensive ability. "His feel at first base is really good -- 
when to get the big hop, when to get the short hop, when to come off the bag. He 
has a great feel around the bag. That's what's elite to me. He's a big target guy, 
who is absolutely elite with the skills he brings around the bag."th, 2018 

Almost none of those factors enter into part of Hosmer's DRS or UZR. His 
excellent arm probably doesn't get its due, either. The Padres don't discuss the 
specifics of their internal data. But it's safe to say they rate Hosmer's defense a 
little more highly. 

http://m.mlb.com/player/543333/eric-hosmer
http://m.mlb.com/player/592885/christian-yelich
http://m.mlb.com/player/606115/orlando-arcia
http://m.mlb.com/player/595978/austin-hedges
http://m.mlb.com/glossary/advanced-stats/ultimate-zone-rating
http://m.mlb.com/glossary/advanced-stats/defensive-runs-saved
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"As far as his defensive ability, we know we feel very good about him," Preller 
said. 

There's also the matter of Hosmer's defensive positioning. It's a stark contrast to 
where Wil Myers lined up last season. 

Thanks to Statcast™, we know the average starting position of every player on 
every play. If we eliminate data from plays with a man on first base -- to avoid 
situations where the first baseman is holding a runner on -- Hosmer was second 
deepest among first basemen against both righties and lefties. Myers, meanwhile, 
was the second shallowest against lefties and shallowest against righties. 

Take a look at the below graph. Hosmer is the red dot, with Myers as the dot 
closest to home plate. As you'll also notice, Hosmer isn't straying too far from the 
bag, while Myers is. Initially, at least, the Padres don't plan on changing that. 

"When you come to a new organization, a place you know you're going to be for 
the next eight years, the wisest thing to do is to allow a guy to play," manager 
Andy Green said. "We'll ask to make adjustments in time, if we feel like there's a 
need. He's won four Gold Gloves back there, so we'll let him position accordingly 
and offer things if we see fit." 
 

Said Hosmer: "I've always played kind of way back, tried to give myself as much 
range as possible. The only difference so far has been a lot more bunting plays, 
and I'm a little more involved." 

It's not necessarily the depth so much as the positioning along the line. The 
Padres believe Hosmer's raw range numbers are negatively affected by his 
positioning, particularly during shifts. Hosmer lines up close to the line. Of course 
he's going to get to fewer balls between first and second. 

Over time, that may change in San Diego. It may not, should the club's own data 
deem Hosmer more valuable closer to the bag. 

One thing that's certain, however, is the deep admiration within the organization 
for Hosmer's defensive skill set -- numbers be darned. 

http://m.mlb.com/player/571976/wil-myers
http://m.mlb.com/video/topic/73955164
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"How many guys his size, as long as he is, are that flexible?" said Padres infield 
coach Josh Johnson. "He uses every advantage. 

"I've seen this guy train as if he's a middle infielder. I've seen him train as if he's 
getting ready for the combine. Most first basemen can't do the things he does." 
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Mitchell to make Padres debut against Rockies 
STATS 

SAN DIEGO — When the San Diego Padres re-acquired Chase Headley from the 
New York Yankees last Dec. 12, it really wasn’t the third baseman the Padres 
were seeking to acquire. 

The Padres’ target was right-handed pitcher Bryan Mitchell, who general manager 
A.J. Preller believed would fit nicely — and immediately — into the Padres 
transitioning rotation. 

Headley was the price the Padres had to pay to get Mitchell. The Padres already 
had a third baseman in Yangervis Solarte at the time of the trade. The Padres 
accepted Headley’s $13 million contract for 2018 with the idea of trading one of 
their third  

Mitchell makes his Padres debut Monday night against the Colorado Rockies in 
the opener of a four-game series at Petco Park. Right-hander Chad Bettis will 
make the start for the Rockies. 

The 6-foot-2, 206-pound Mitchell spent most of his minor league time in the 
Yankees’ organization as a starter. But he had made only nine starts in his 48 
major-league outings with the Yankees over parts of the past four seasons. 

As a starter for the Yankees, Mitchell had a 3.76 earned run average in 40 2/3 
innings. As a reliever, he had a 5.77 ERA in 57 2/3 innings. Mitchell, who turns 27 
on April 19, had a 3.25 ERA last season in 14 appearances (13) starts for the 
Yankees’ Triple-A Scranton/Wilkes-Barre affiliate. 

The Padres have high hopes for Mitchell as a starter. He was almost penned into 
the Padres rotation before going to spring training. But he had an 8.25 ERA in four 
spring training starts, allowing 11 runs on 14 hits and six walks against 10 
strikeouts in 12 Cactus League innings raising some concerns. 

The North Carolina native will be facing the Rockies for the first time in his career 
in addition to making his first start at Petco Park. 

The 28-year-old Bettis was the winner of the Tony Conigliaro Award last season 
for his return Aug. 14 after surgery and treatments for testicular cancer. 

https://www.foxsports.com/mlb/story/mitchell-to-make-padres-debut-against-rockies-040118
https://www.foxsports.com/mlb/san-diego-padres-team
https://www.foxsports.com/mlb/chase-headley-player-stats
https://www.foxsports.com/mlb/bryan-mitchell-player-stats
https://www.foxsports.com/mlb/colorado-rockies-team
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Bettis made nine starts after his return and finished the season with a 2-4 record 
and a 5.05 ERA in 46 1/3 innings. Bettis made five Cactus League starts this 
spring and had a 4.50 ERA covering 18 innings. He allowed 18 hits and five walks 
with 13 strikeouts. 

Bettis made the Opening Day roster for the third time in his career. 

The Rockies’ second-round pick in the 2010 draft, Bettis has a career record of 
25-23 with the Rockies with a 5.01 ERA in 98 games (69 starts). But his career 
seemed to be taking off the season before he was diagnosed with testicular 
cancer. 

In 2016, Bettis posted a 14-8 record with a 4.79 ERA in 32 starts. He had 138 
strikeouts in 186 innings. 

Bettis is 3-2 with a 2.89 ERA in 11 career appearances (eight starts) against the 
Padres. He made one start against the Padres last year at Petco Park and took 
the loss despite allowing only one run on seven hits over 4 2/3 innings. He has 
made seven career appearances (five starts) at Petco Park and is 0-2 despite a 
3.20 ERA over 27 1/3 innings. 
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Bionic Girl Throws Out First Pitch at Padres Game 

Hailey Dawson was born with a rare birth defect called Poland Syndrome 

By Alexander Nguyen 

A girl with a 3D-printed hand threw out the first pitch Saturday in game 3 of the 
Padres Opening Day series against the Milwaukee Brewers. 

Hailey Dawson, 8, of Las Vegas, was born with a rare birth defect called Poland 
Syndrome, which causes her to have missing or underdeveloped fingers on her 
right hand as well as an underdeveloped chest muscle. That, though, hasn’t 
stopped her from her goal of throwing out the first pitch at all 30 major league 
ballparks. 

She’s previously pitched for the Washington Nationals, Baltimore Orioles and 
game 4 of the World Series last year. The Padres were her fourth stop in her 
“Journey to 30,” and her first of the 2018 season. 
Twitter Ads info and privacy 

When Hailey’s parents first contacted UNLV's Howard R. Hughes College of 
Engineering for help four years ago, they didn’t know how much the 3D-printed 
hand would change her life. Over the course of three years, the students and 
faculty at UNLV designed multiple 3D-printed hands that have allowed Hailey to 
grab, grasp and throw. 

“Initially we looked at it like a functional type thing, but slowly it became a 
confidence builder for her,” said Yong Dawson, Hailey's mother. 

Hailey’s first-ever ceremonial first pitch was at a UNLV Rebels game when she 
was 5 years old. Last fall, Bleacher Report picked up Hailey’s story and tweeted 
out a video asking MLB teams to help Hailey meet her goal of pitching at all 30 
MLB ballparks. The response was overwhelmingly positive, her family said. 

“We like the idea of a community-based design where we're using our research 
and resources to help someone,” UNLV mechanical engineering professor 
Brendan O'Toole said. “That, coupled with 3D-printing improvements in the last 

https://www.nbcsandiego.com/results/?keywords=%22Alexander+Nguyen%22&byline=y&sort=date
https://support.twitter.com/articles/20175256
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couple of years, made for some pretty good design opportunities. And it can 
make all the difference in the world of making Hailey more comfortable or safe.” 

A traditional prosthetic hand would normally cost upwards of $20,000 — 
unfeasible for a growing girl, but a 3D-printed hand costs approximately $5,000, 
according to UNLV. 

Hailey and her family are using her love of baseball and the opportunity to throw 
out the first pitch at MLB parks to bring attention to Poland Syndrome and cost-
effective solutions for children. Hailey’s story is already helping others. The 
Herreras, another Las Vegas family, heard about Hailey’s hand and contacted 
the school and now UNLV engineering students are working to create a custom-
printed hand for their daughter too. 

Hailey is currently scheduled to throw out the first pitch at 24 more parks this 
year, with additional teams still being scheduled. 
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